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FAQ’s
• Does a pre-approval hit your credit? Not always- As long as
you eventually buy a house, the inquiries will not adversely
effect your score. The alternate is requesting a “soft Inquiry”
which does not count as an inquiry initially
• My pre-approval is for both single family homes AND
condos, right..? Great question and the answer is no in most
cases. Property Taxes will deduct from the total amount you
can borrow… the HOA fees deduct even further. If your lender
does not tell you this than you run a serious risk of having your
mortgage get rejected in the 11th hour and you’ll lose the deal
and have to start all over searching for another home
• Is it safe to buy a car once the offer is accepted? Absolutely
NO! Don’t spend any money! Especially during covid, lenders
are worried you won’t have a job in 6 months so they are
checking your credit/debt to income initially and again the
week of your closing. Anything changes will result in a rejection
up to the day of your closing
• I’ve heard that when buying a home, you should only speak
to the listing agent. Is that sound advice? That is a
hysterical NO! Asking the listing agent to represent a buyer is
like asking the Attorney representing the person suing you to
represent you too. Fiduciary responsibility can never be
divided over two parties. They represent the sellers fiduciary
interest- not yours. Your simply a double bonus/commission
for them- that’s all!
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Steps to buying a house in Connecticut
My job is to guide you through the steps customary for our State in Real Estate Purchases
1. I don't get paid until you buy a house and you never pay me
2. I'll always help you get the most house for less because thats how I get
your repeat business
3. I have vetted professionals I have a rapport with, that does not mean I
get a kick back for suggesting them, that's illegal. It means I know the
level of professionalism and integrity and they will communicate
directly with me- otherwise, you must be the point of communication
4. Pre-Approvals have nothing to do with your Realtor BUT is the first
step to buying a home and you must get one first... because:
a. it proves you can get a mortgage
b. it shows the seller you are serious & can buy their home
c. it shows your Realtor how much you are cleared for to
schedule other showings
d. it limits "Window Shoppers" during a pandemic- only serious
buyers inside someone else's home ( masks are required too )
5. I will type your offer and manage the steps to hopefully get it accepted
6. once accepted, you must schedule a home inspection immediately
a. You only have 10 days to inspect, review, make a list of repairs
and submit to the sellers by Law or you lose the contingency
b. waiting a day or two to schedule creates stress if the inspector
can not get to you for 3-4 days
c. then what if the inspector doesn't get you his report for 2-3
days
d. waiting even a day to schedule can create undo stress and
possibly risk your deposit-follow your Agents lead to limit risk
7. Once inspection result is satisfactory- stay in touch with your lender
8. limit using "out of state" lenders- they have proven the least able to hit
your deadlines because you aren't repeat business for them
9. pre-approval must be no older than 30-60 days old
10. ensure your pre-approval is not based on information you gave but
information they confirmed- there IS a difference and you'll know it
after it's too late ( ie. getting rejected for mortgage after getting
accepted )
11. Your offer must "Appraise" as the last obstacle- people make offers
over asking but if it doesn't appraise, you're either making up the
difference or walking away
12. Lastly, most importantly, TRUST YOUR AGENT
a. we do this every day as a living
b. are licensed and must protect you
c. cant protect your interest if you go rogue or ignore our
suggestions- let us do our job for you the best we can
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My job is simple:
•
•
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•

Keep you comfortable
Tell you what I see
Be fully transparent
Guide, assist, advise you so you can make the best decision
for you, your family, your money & protect your interest
• I take that seriously and work with a passion for you every day
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